DO YOU THINK?

The idea of a cash prize for the best solution to the Tech Night Proclamation is a little surprising and a little thoughts on the part of the student body. College men usually give little thought to any event of a school day. The reward was decided upon as a means of motivating students to mention a man the "honor" of having written the solution.

There are many men who are yet to come and do all they can to make the Tech Night Proclamation a success. It is disturbing to look, on the other hand, that out of three thousand students, only an exceptional few or three will devote a few minutes to the thinking of some problem for this. It is not a thing which can be let go as an inevitable circumstance which must be accepted in its present form. As time goes on and city traffic gets heavier and heavier, the future becomes more serious demonstrations becomes less generous, the Tech Night proclamation becomes more and more vexing.

We note with ingrate the front cover of this week's "Saturday Night" on which Tech's colors are depicted as being white and red. Perhaps the gray could not be produced by the ink used, but the effect is degrading.

ACROSS THE RIVER

ROGERS is still a part of Technology. And yet, how many Tech men other than those who take classes that bring them to the old building ever realize that fact? There are Tech men at Rogers who are just as much a part of the Institute as the men who never stray from Building Ten. On the other hand, most of the architects know the Cambridge buildings thoroughly. True, they have a close class. Whenever engineering students have no need to visit Rogers. However, there are Tech men at Rogers who are just as much a part of Tech's past work.

If the charge that there is little or no spirit at Technology is correct, then the annual Rogers class IV men at Rogers is relatively faster in that deficiency. Let us at least around and see Rogers, say hello to the Tech men there, and look at the work they are turning out there.

Let us get them to come over to see us more often than they do.

It may go against our graces, but those aviators who fly over the Institute andencircle its dome must surely look down upon us.
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